
Hurricane Katrina: Perceptions and Realities of Race, Class and Democracy 
  
Time Needed: 3-4 days  
  
Materials: Voices from the Storm, large pieces of paper or poster sized Post-it notes,  
markers, handouts and background information/images on Hurricane Katrina and New  
Orleans.   
  
Objective: Explore of perceptions of, class, race and democracy through an examination  
of Hurricane Katrina and multiple first-person narratives from Voices from the Storm.  
  
Related Curricular Standards: Reading History RH.9-10.1, RH.11-12.1, RH.9-10.2,  
RH.11-12.2, RH.9-10.6, RH.11-12.6, RH.9-10.9, RH.11-12.9, Writing W.9-10.1, W.11-  
12.1, W.9-10.2, W.11-12.2, W.9-10.7, W.11-12.7, SL.9-10.1, Speaking and Listening  
SL.11-12.1, SL.9-10.4, SL.11-12.4  
  
Connections: Worksheets for this lesson can be adapted and used for other narratives in  
the Voice of Witness series.   
  
Narrative Excerpt: “Katrina was truly a disaster, but for me Katrina was a blessing  
’cause it turned my life around. I’ve been wanting to leave New Orleans. You’re not  
treated right in New Orleans, you’re not treated fair. New Orleans is the city that forgot to  
care, and the city that care had forgotten about. You hear about the big easy, you hear  
about carnival. But man, we go through hell in New Orleans.”  ~Patricia Thompson  
  
Essential Questions:   
How does perception impact identity?  
How did racial and class divisions impact the national response to Katrina?  
How did the events of Katrina challenge our democratic ideals?  
  
Overview: Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath provide an opportunity to examine race  
and class in contemporary American society as they are both perceived and acted upon.  
These lessons first encourage students to consider their perceptions of their own selves in  
relation to the rest of the world, and then to apply those differences to the catastrophe in  
New Orleans. Before Katrina, the perceptions New Orleans residents had of themselves,  
their city, and their government were informed by racial and class divisions, though  
largely unspoken or explicit. After the storm, these divisions became glaringly apparent  
and were also echoed and distorted in the media coverage of the disaster.   
  

Day One 
  
Step One: Create poster activity, “Perceptions of My Community” as a warm up for the  
lessons/readings that follow. It is an opportunity for students to reflect on the many  
sources that shape perceptions in their community. If desired, have students reflect on the  
following prompts in writing for a few minutes before beginning the activity.  
  



Hang four pieces of large poster board or large Post-its around the room. On each poster  
write the following half sentences:  
  
• (Your Neighborhood, Town or City) is  
_____________________________________________  
  
• People from (Your Neighborhood, Town or City)  
are______________________________  
  
• Being from (Your Neighborhood, Town or City)  
means___________________________  
  
• Young People in (Your neighborhood Town or City)  
_____________________________  
  
Students then circulate around the room and finish each sentence according to their  
perceptions of their community. They should write at least one response for all four  
prompts (7-10 minutes).   
  
Step Two: Students then do a Gallery Walk to examine all of the completed sentences (5  
minutes).   
  
Step Three: At the conclusion of the Gallery Walk, students identify the top three  
themes/perceptions from each poster. The class then charts the positive, negative and  
neutral perceptions. At the conclusion of this activity, discuss the following question (15  
minutes)  
  
• Where do the perceptions of our community come from?  
  
Make a list of the sources (family, friends, internet, television, etc.)  
  
  
Step Four: Before providing students with necessary background information of  
Hurricane Katrina, create a slightly altered version of the KWL activity for the class  
using the chart listed below. This chart should be centrally located in the classroom and  
be used throughout the unit for student questions and responses.  See attached handout.  
  
Step Five: The remainder of the class period should be spent going over background  
material (maps, timelines, reports) on Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans from the  
appendices of Voices From the Storm (p. 261). Use the student questions from the KWL  
chart and the community perceptions from the Poster Activity to frame and share  
information.  (15-20 minutes).  
Step Six (For Homework): Create reading groups for the following suggested narratives  
from Voices from the Storm:  
  



• Patricia Thompson  
• Dan Bright  
• Father Vien The Nguyen  
• Renee Martin  
• Abdulrahman Zeitoun  
  
Assign students to read the intro and the story of their assigned individual. If students  
need additional time to read, use some time at the beginning of the next class period.  
Students should do the Talk to the Text activity or incorporate other active reading  
strategies.   
  

Day Two 
  
Step One: Additional reading time, if needed (10-15 minutes)  
  
Step Two: Warm Up Activity (5 minutes): See attached KWL chart handout.  
   
Step Three: Four Corners activity (10 Minutes):  
  
In each corner of the room, hang one of the following signs: strongly agree, agree,  
disagree, strongly disagree. Then give the following instructions:  
  
“We’ll be doing an activity in which you’ll be moving around the classroom, stating your  
opinion and supporting your point of view. Bring your warm-up paper with you.   
I’ll be reading the statements from the warm-up. After I read the statement, stand in the  
corner of the room under the sign that represents your opinion—strongly agree, agree,  
disagree, or strongly disagree. After you move there, I’ll be asking different people in  
that opinion group to back up their opinions with explanations.”   
  
Depending on schedules and engagement, this activity can take longer and be even richer.  
  
Step Four: Expert Groups (20 minutes)  
  
In groups, students work together, but each fill in a worksheet on the individual assigned  
to them. Make sure to note the difference between questions 1 and 2.   See attached  
Expert Group Worksheet handout.  
  
Step Five: Presentation Charts (5-10 minutes)  
  
During the next class period, groups will be making short presentations on their assigned  
narrators. In preparation for this, give each group a Presentation Chart that they will fill  
out for their presentations. With any remaining class time, groups can begin writing  
responses on their chart.  See attached Model Presentation Chart handout.     
Step Six: For homework, students write reflections of the following questions (one page):  
  



• What in the Katrina stories surprised you?   
• What is most important to you in the stories you read and heard?   
• How do you think these people’s situations could have been improved?  
• Other than the Hurricane itself, what other factors contributed to their struggles?  
  
  

Day Three 
  
Step One: Pair/Share (10 minutes)  
Students pair up and share written reflection answers. Each pair then shares their answers  
with the class. Students should be encouraged to use direct quotes from their reading.   
  
After a short “gallery walk,” allow students to share their responses to repeating the  
activity using New Orleans as a model. Consider the following questions:  
  
• Have your perceptions of New Orleans changed as a result of your reading?  
• In your opinion, what are the sources that have shaped perceptions of New  
Orleans?  
  
Step Two: Expert Worksheets & Presentation Charts (10 minutes)  
Groups finish their Expert Worksheets and Presentation Chart from the previous day.  
  
Step Three: Presentations (30 minutes).  
Each group presents basic info on their assigned narrator while the rest of the class takes  
notes on the Presentation Note-Taker Worksheet for comparing experiences. As  
presentations unfold, the teacher asks groups probing questions, elicits  
comments/questions from class members and pulls out comparisons from class members.  
Students incorporate responses from their Note-Taker Worksheets.  See attached Note-  
Taker Worksheet handout.     
  
Step Four: Conclusion: KWL Chart and Poster Activity (10 minutes): Students revisit  
KWL chart—adding to the W and L sections, in addition to repeating the first step of the  
Poster Activity (on paper or whiteboard), with the following changes:  
  
• New Orleans is _____________________________________________  
• People from New Orleans are______________________________  
• Being from New Orleans means___________________________  
  
Consider the following question:  
  
• Have your perceptions of New Orleans changed as a result of your reading? In  
what ways?  
  
Possible Oral History Project: Class creates an oral history project exploring local  
examples that reflect perceptions and realities of race, class, and democracy. Project  



could also have an environmental injustice framework, collecting stories from a variety  
of individuals in the community.  
  
Media Option: Documentary Films:  
  
When The Levees Broke (dir. Spike Lee) HBO Films, 2006  
http://www.hbo.com/documentaries/when-the-levees-broke-a-requiem-in-four-  
acts/index.html  
  
Trouble the Water (dirs. Tia Lessin and Carl Deal) Elsewhere Films, 2008  
http://www.troublethewaterfilm.com/  
  
            
  
  
  
  


